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The jury was impressed by the energy and great engagement in all the projects nominated 
for the Bachelor Research Award. The jury members perceived this as a specific quality of 
the Willem de Kooning Academy: an energy born out of a multitude of questions and 
propositions that are simultaneously aware, critical, and hopeful. 

Still, there are some things that the academy could think about and improve in its artistic 
research curriculum. The gap between the bachelor’s thesis as a research report and the 
final visual project could be bridged to make the two a more integrated whole. Secondly, 
while the jury was happy to see many pressing issues addressed in the projects, such as 
climate change, power relations, and gender, it found the body of knowledge and 
references too Eurocentric, even where the inclusion of non-European perspectives would 
have been crucial. 

In its process, the jury used the evaluation criteria developed over the years by previous 
WdKA Research Award juries: Originality of research, criticality, a strong link between 
theory and practice, accuracy, clarity, craft and storytelling, and urgency of research. To 
these criteria, this year’s jury would like to add “refinement” as an additional criterion, in 
the sense of assessing whether a project can be presented to a wider audience right away or 
whether it could benefit from further improvement. This year, the project that won the first 
prize stood out in its level of refinement. 

The jury also noted that, in general, the strongest projects were those that were situated: 
grounded in locality and case studies to focus their research, as well as connecting the 
artists’ individual practice to larger, systemic issues. 

The jury would like to emphasize that the WdKA research award should be continued, as it 
confirms the research focus of the academy. WdKA sets itself apart by emphasizing artistic 
research even at Bachelor’s level. The jury appreciates that through the award, the school 
promotes research infrastructures and encourages critical thinking and questioning, which is 
much needed in the practice. And the jury just appreciates that money is being given to 
people! This award should also help students gain access to networks of people and 
institutions they need for their future professional development. 
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Publication recommendations 

In addition to the three award-winning projects, the jury would also like to mention two 
final theses as worthy of publication: Honey Grace Canira Simatupang’s senior thesis This 
document is an act of purging. An Investigative Exploration of Chronic Ambiguity and the 
children’s book Manuel’s Manual by Mark Schutte. Honey Grace’s thesis is an excellently 
written personal narrative about her complex and layered identities. Through her story, she 
provides insight into these identities and allows readers to participate in ambiguity as life 
experience. 

As part of a larger participatory artistic research endeavor, Mark Schutte wrote and drew a 
children’s book about life on the autistic spectrum, aimed at children both on and off the 
spectrum. It is very clearly and beautifully written and visualized. The jury strongly 
encourages Honey Grace to prepare her excellent thesis as a book, and Mark to get his 
children’s book published, right away. 

We should emphasize, however, that the WdKA Research Award is neither a thesis nor only 
a writing award, but an artistic research award in which all parts of a final project are given 
equal consideration and the art/design presentation is crucial. 

Second prizes 

Instead of awarding a first, second and third prize, this year the jury decided to award a first 
prize (1500 EUR) and a shared second second prize (750 EUR for each project). 

One second prize goes to: 

Roosmarijn van Loon, HEAD ON. Exploring the History of Internalised Stigma of Migraine 

Roosmarijn’s project conducts interesting research on migraine, internalized stigma, and 
gender differences in medical treatment. Its goal is to make visible, advocate and raise the 
perceived value of the experiential knowledge of people who suffer from migraine. When 
the jury visited her installation, it was entering a care room. This was a very tactile 
experience, consisting of a bed as a retreat, a semi-visible script, shades of light, rituals for 
coping with migraine, and embroidery work. Roosmarijn’s artistic research focuses 
on/involves embroidery as an activity that can be performed during migraine attacks: a craft 
activity that creates something beautiful while one is suffering. This way Roosmarijn makes 
one rethink notions of ability and creation. 

The quality of Roosmarijn’s artistic research lies in the fact that it is very personal and 
almost introverted, but at the same time invites visitors to get engaged. The project shows 
how artistic research can be a real part of healthcare. It is a concrete and transformative 
proposal. Therefore, the jury would like to advise Roosmarijn not only to present her project 
as art installations, but to actually bring it into the healthcare system itself. 

Derrick Crichlow, I wish I spoke Papiamentu but I don’t. 

Derrick Crichlow’s project I wish I spoke Papiamentu but I don’t creates a connection 
between Curaçao and the Netherlands. The media he uses include cartography, collage, 
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video, and radio as means of navigation and connection, which are interwoven in different 
ways. Derrick develops original artistic research methods such as narrative walks, singing, 
talking, interviewing, and appreciating the everyday from the perspective of lived 
experience. In this way, and by inviting others to participate in the project, a true collective 
research process emerges. This process is documented in a well-structured thesis with an 
extensive appendix of interviews. 

Through his artistic research, Derrick creates expansive concepts of landscape and 
navigation across and beyond territories. These include disciplinary territories, land and sea, 
and languages, as can be seen beautifully in the visual presentation. In this way, the project 
helps people navigate spaces with which they are unfamiliar. It offers an alternative concept 
of navigation that is more about embodiment than territory. When the jury visited the 
installation, they found the use of video and radio (rather than the maps) the strongest 
aspect of this project that could be further developed. 

First prize 

roze meike (Meike Janssens), The Futures Love Us Back. A Perspective on Healing: Using 
Queer Afrofuturism to Recover from this World 

Roze meike’s The Futures Love Us Back is a queer Afrofuturist project that uses daydreaming 
and its archiving to blend past, present, and future. The artist has created a small living 
room where visitors can sit on a couch, rest, and watch a conversation between her own 
past, present, and future selves on three video screens while seeing parts of her visual 
archive on the wall, and smelling incense. The project uses time travel in a very intelligent 
and poetic way. It travels through personal archives, creates moments to come, and 
establishes conversations between the artist’s different-selves as characters who take care 
of each other. 

For the jury, this final project clearly stood out as a work that could be exhibited and 
presented publicly without major revisions. As artistic research, the jury could imagine that 
the video presentation and the written report could be brought closer together, for example 
in the form of a visual essay, and that the citation references could be expanded from the 
Black American to the Afro-European and Afro-continental context. 

This project is about healing pain and embodying hope. It is disruptive in its advocacy of 
rest. Roze meike has a humble confidence in the way she conducts artistic research: her 
research is intimate, genuine, and personal, yet relates to the urgencies of our time. 

Summary 

Awards 
1. roze meike (Meike Janssens), The Futures Love Us Back. A Perspective on Healing: Using 

Queer Afrofuturism to Recover from this World (1500 EUR) 

2.  

• Derrick Crichlow, I wish I spoke Papiamentu but I don’t. (750 EUR) 
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• Roosmarijn van Loon, HEAD ON. Exploring the History of Internalised Stigma of 
Migraine (750 EUR) 

publication recommendations 

Honey Grace Canira Simatupang, This document is an act of purging. An Investigative 
Exploration of Chronic Ambiguity. 

Mark Schutte, Manuel’s Manual 


